In clubs of five, in weeks, 10 cents each, to new names.

SOCIALISM IN THE CHURCH.

In London, the most complete repub-
licanism has been introduced into
the organization of the English
church. The church is the largest
religion in the world, and the
powers and offices of the heads of
the church are basically the same
as those of the kings and emperors
in the world. The English church
is completely under the control
of the state, and the church is
practically the state. The church
is the state.

The union card game as played
by the church is simply a form of
the revolution of the working class.
The working class is the only class
that has any power in the state.

The state is the church, and the
church is the state. The English
church is the state, and the state
is the church.
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The Allied LABEL

Sam R. Miller's LIVERY

The NATIONAL SOCIALIST PLATFORM FOR 1908

The Socialist party is in receipt of many important invitations to public meetings and the like, a great number of which are accorded to them by the representatives of other parties. The Socialist party is not at present succeeded by any other party, and is expected to continue in the enjoyment of the confidence and support of the working classes.

Industrial Dynamics

The treatment of labor unionism in the United States is a matter of constant interest. The development of labor unions has been rapid, and labor strife has become more frequent in recent years. The labor movement is now a force to be reckoned with, and the interests of labor are being represented in a more effective manner than ever before.

Political Demands

The fall of an administration is a political event of great importance. The fall of the Grant administration was a political incident of the utmost consequence. It was due to the fact that Grant had become unpopular, and the people of the country had lost confidence in his administration.

Schlitz

The National Socialist Platform for 1908

The National Socialist party is the political party of the Social Democrats. Its platform is the most important document in the history of the party. The platform is a statement of the principles and objectives of the party, and is the basis of its political action.
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HALF HOURS IN THE HALIFAX SANCTUARY
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Dress Goods and Silks

New Goods and MAKE-ROOM Items ON SALE ALL DAY

- New Silks & Satins
- New Laces & Tapes
- New Lace Embellishments
- New Lace Collars
- New Lace Cravats

Tailored Walking Skirts, Made To Your Order, from 1.50 to 2.50—Perfect Fit Guarantee. Model stuffed—illustrated Clear Plate Skirt, closed for Mark, estimating savings 2.55.

Make-Room Specials from our Coat and Suit Dept., On Sale All Day

- Women's Cashmere, Silk, wool suits
- Women's Princess Coats, blue, white, black, gray, etc., made to order
- 25% off on all suits, all colors

The Following Monday Morning Items (from 8 to 12) Are Tagged With Unbeatable Low Prices—The Reliable Quality Considered

- Fine quality Brussels Carpet, 50 by 75 inches, 4.98
- Fine quality Brussels Carpet, 10 by 15 feet, 4.98
- Fine quality Brussels Carpet, 12 by 15 feet, 4.98
- Fine quality Brussels Carpet, 14 by 15 feet, 4.98
- Fine quality Brussels Carpet, 16 by 15 feet, 4.98

Early Fall Showing of Carpets and Rugs

These Wash Goods Make-Room Items

On Sale All Day—Monday, November, Evening

- Indian cotton coverlets, 12 for $1.00
- Indian cotton coverlets, 24 for $2.00
- Indian cotton coverlets, 36 for $3.00
- Indian cotton coverlets, 48 for $4.00
- Indian cotton coverlets, 60 for $6.00

Make-Room Items On Sale All Day

- Women's Cashmere, Silk, wool suits
- Women's Princess Coats, blue, white, black, gray, etc., made to order
- 25% off on all suits, all colors

GURS OR WATCHDOGS—WHICH!

ENLIST IN THE WAR!

The Nitrates on which we depend.

Wednesday last the Panama Canal was opened by President Taft, and the first shipment of nitrate of soda, from the nitrate fields of South America, arrived in this city.

The nitrate of soda which we consume is an essential element in the production of fireworks. It is also used in the manufacture of dyes, and in the preparation of gunpowder, and is an important factor in the production of fertilizers.

We consume about 100,000 tons of nitrate of soda per year in this country, and it is estimated that we need about 80,000 tons more per year than we can produce ourselves.

The nitrate of soda is produced by the nitric acid process, and is obtained by the action of nitric acid on various substances, such as wood ashes, bones, and other organic matter.

PZI PRINTED TYPE TAPES

- Women's Coat Collars
- Women's Jacket Collars
- Women's Skirt Collars
- Women's Dress Collars

MEN'S FURNISHING GOODS ON SALE ALL DAY

- Men's ties, 2 for $1.00
- Men's ties, 3 for $1.50
- Men's ties, 4 for $2.00
- Men's ties, 5 for $2.50

CENSUS OF THE WAR!

The HERALD, 34th Street, Milwaukee, Wisc.

Complied by the Bureau of the Census

The HERALD gives these facts for Wisconsin to show that the State is doing its share in the war effort.